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Geometry of continental normal faults:
Seismological constraints
Jochen Braunmiller

and John NfibElek

College of Oceanicand AtmosphericSciences,OregonStateUniversity,Corvallis

Abstract. Teleseismicbody wavesfrom largeearthquakesare usedto studythe downdip
geometryof continentalnormalfaultsin theAegean.Waveformmodelingtechniques
together

with rigorousstatisticaltestsareappliedto putfirm boundson theamountof downdipcurvature
of thesefaultsandthe role of coseismicslip on a basaldetachment.Syntheticmodelingshows
that goodazimuthalstationcoverageandinclusionof SH wavesare necessary
to resolvefault
curvature.The dataindicaterupturesof theAegeaneventsoccurredon planarfaultsextending
acrosstheentirebrittleportionof the crust.No seismogenic
low-angledetachment
faultingat the
baseof theuppercrustwasdetectedfor theseevents.Decouplingof the brittleuppercrustfrom
the plasticlower crustprobablyoccursaseismicallyin a ductilefashion.

Introduction
The mechanisms

of continental

crust extension

are a matter

of intense discussion within the geoscience community. In
this paper we present seismologicalconstraintson the downdip geometryof continentalnormal faults.
Drawing primarily from evidence from geologic mapping
and reflection seismology, various continental extension
models, including pure shear, simple shear, or a combination
of both, have been proposed.Pure shear extension has been
describedin terms of "bookshelf models" involving stacks of
blocks separatedby planar high-angle normal faults [Morton
and Black, 1975; Wernickeand Burchfiel, 1982; Jacksonand
McKenzie, 1983] or in terms of listric faults bottomingonto a
basal detachment [Hamblin, 1965; Davis et al., 1980]. Low-

angle normal faults of large areal extent, so-called"detachment faults", were first describedand extensively studiedin the
metamorphic core complexes of the Basin and Range region
[e.g., Crittenden et al., 1980]. Wernicke [1981], Davis
[1983], and Lister et al. [1986] suggestedthesegently dipping
structuresare fault surfacescausedby simple shearextension.
This interpretation aroused considerable controversy since
rock mechanicsprecludeslow-anglefaulting in the presenceof
a subvertically oriented maximum stress axis [e.g., Sibson,
1985]. More recently, Spencerand Chase [1989] and Melosh
[1990] argued principal stress orientation may change with
depth to that favoring initiation of gently dipping shear
zones. The rotation of fault surfacesto low dip angles due to
isostatic response has been investigated by Buck et al.

[1988], Buck [1988], and Wernickeand Axen [1988]. Forsyth
[1992] addressedthe influence of topographicloads and bending stresseson slip continuationfor faults with variousdips.
Seismological data from large earthquakes provide constraintson the geometry of active normal faults against which

surfacewith the dip at a greaterdepth indicatedby fault plane
solutionsfrom P wave first-motion polarities or point source
modeling of long-period waveforms. Generally, these comparisons suggest steeply dipping planar faults [e.g., Doser,
1986; Jackson and White, 1989; Doser and Smith, 1989].
However, J.L. Nfib•lek's (Planar versus listric faulting: The
ruptureprocessand faulting geometryof the 1983 Borah Peak,
Idaho earthquakefrom inversion of teleseismicbody waves,
submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, !995,
hereinafter referred to as Nfib•lek, submitted manuscript,
1995) study of the 1983 Borah Peak, Idaho earthquake,is the
only study to include formal waveform inversion in which
fault curvature is explicitly parameterized. The Lost River
fault, on which this earthquake occurred, was found to be
planar, in agreementwith geodetic inversion by Stein and
Barrientos [1985] and Barrientos et al. [1987]. No evidence
for coseismicslip on a detachmentwas discerned.A motivation for the searchfor a coseismicslip on a basal detachment
came from Eyidogan and Jackson's[1985] P wave modelingof
the 1969 Alasehir and the 1970 Gediz earthquakesin Turkey,
which suggestedsignificant seismic slip on a low-angle midcrustaldetachmentinducedby the steeplydipping ruptures.
In this paper we apply Nfib•lek's (submitted manuscript,
1995) body wave inversion technique to study the fault
geometryof the six largest normal-faultingearthquakesin the
last 25 years in the Aegean region (Figure 1). We reexamine
the Alasehir and Gediz events. First, we present a synthetic
example to show the effect of fault geometry on teleseismic
waveforms, followed by a description of the inversion
procedureand applicationto actualdata.

the kinematic, rock mechanical, and numerical models can be

tested. Most previous investigationsof downdip curvature of
normal-faulting earthquakes compared the fault dip at the

Copyright1996 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.

Synthetic Example
Waveshapes and amplitudes of teleseismic body wave
seismogramsfor magnitude 6.5-7 earthquakesare generally
well accountedfor with average(point source)models;effects
of fault curvature are only secondary. To determine what
phases and recording stations are most sensitive to fault
geometry,we calculatesyntheticseismograms
for finite fault
models with various curvatures.

These models consist of three

subsourcesplaced at 10, 6, and 2 km depth. We assumepure
normal-faulting on a north-south striking, eastward dipping
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Figure 1. Map of the Aegean region. Squaresmark epicentersof earthquakesstudied;size of fault plane
solutions(lower hemisphereprojections)is proportionalto the seismic moment.

fault. The rupture nucleates at the bottom and propagates
upward. Figure 2 comparesseismogramsfor planar (solid line)
and listric (dashed line) models. For the planar model each
subsourcehas a 45 ø dip, while the listtic model has a 40 ø
upward concavecurvature(25ø, 45 ø, and 65ø dip of the 10-, 6-,
and 2-km subsources, respectively). The stations are distributed in even, 30ø azimuthal intervals and cover the typical
distancerange used in teleseismicbody wave modeling.
TeleseismicP and (not shown)SV waveshapesare not very
sensitive to downdip fault curvature. The presenceof noise,
uncertainties in instrument responses, and local site conditions can obscurethe small predicteddifferencesin amplitude.
Substantiallylarger is the effect of downdip geometry on the
polarities and amplitudes of SH waves. The largest effect is
observed along strike (0 ø and 180ø azimuth) and at neighboring azimuths (30 ø, 60 ø, 120ø, and 150ø azimuth). These
stationsare near the radiation nodes,and as the rupturepropagates up along a curved fault, the wave polarities reversethus
strongly affecting the waveforms. In contrast, teleseismic P
and SV waves for normal faults are antinodal.Their amplitudes
do not vary appreciablywith azimuth and takeoff angle.
The above example shows good station coverageand sensitive statistical tests are required to detect small amplitude
variations causedby fault curvature. It is crucial to include SH
waves, since their waveforms are most sensitiveto changesin
fault dip.
Data

and Inversion

Our data consist of short- and long-period P and S wave
seismogramsrecordedin the 30ø-90ø epicentraldistancerange
by the World-Wide StandardizedSeismic Network (WWSSN)
and the Global Digital SeismicNetwork from the largest(M w >
6.2) normal-faulting earthquakes in the Aegean (Alasehir,
1969; Gediz, 1970; Thessaloniki, 1978; and the three largest
earthquakesof the 1981 Corinth series). These earthquakes
caused surface ruptures and were probably strong enough to
rupture the entire brittle part of the crust. For all eventswe use
data from at least 25 azimuthallywell-distributedstations.

Following Nfib•lek (submitted manuscript, 1995), the
analysisconsistsof three steps(Figure 3). First, we obtain the
earthquake'spoint sourcemodel [N•SbNek, 1984]. The point
source describesthe average faulting process(i.e., rupture's
centroid depth and the average dip); for an earthquakewhose
rupture reached the surface, the vertical rupture extent is
roughly twice the centroid depth. We use the point source
model to construct appropriate models for testing geometric
complications.
Second, we investigate presenceof coseismic slip on a
subhorizontaldetachmentat the fault base.This is achievedby
introducinga secondsourceat twice the centroiddepth (Figure
3) constrainedto have a low dip (0ø or 10ø) thus mimicking a
detachmentfault. We invert for moment release immediately
following the main body wave pulse while keeping the other
parametersfixed. Significant coseismicslip on a detachment
would appear as moment release associatedwith the second
source.

Finally, we provide formal statisticalboundson the amount
of fault curvatureassociatedwith theseearthquakes.
We divide
the fault surface evenly into three parts and place one point
source(subsource)in the middle of eachpart (Figure 3). A finer
subdivision could lead to an overparameterizationand instability; three subsourcesare sufficient to find the overall fault
geometry. Teleseismic body waves are not sensitive to
relative horizontal position of the subsources[Braunmiller,
1991] and therefore placing the subsourceson a planar fault
(using the dip angle found in step one) is adequate for the
purposesof this study. Rupture is assumedto propagateupward
from the base of the seismogeniccrust as typically observed
[Sibson, 1982; Das and Scholz, 1983; Wallace and Kemeny,
1992]; upward propagatingrupture is representedby a slight
delay of the two shallower subsourcesrelative to the deepest
one.

Clearly, the best fitting model for each earthquakewould be
obtainedby freeing all model parametersduring the inversion.
This would, however, make the significanceof each parameter

difficult'
to interpretdueto complex
parameter
trade-offs.
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velocity
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waves.Seismogram
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Figure 4. PointsourceP andSH waveformtit for the Gedizearthquake.
Solidlinesindicateobserved

seismograms;
dashed
linesindicate
synthetic
seismograms.
P andSH radiation
patterns
andfocal-sphere
ray
projections
(lowerhemisphere)
areshown.
Thesource
timefunction
is shown
in thelowerleft.Seismogram
amplitudesare normalizedto an epicentraldistanceof 40ø.

Instead, we chosea parameterizationthat, with the minimum

allowedto vary. Thusthe only geologicallysignificant
differof free parameters,allowsus to comparestatisticallymodels ence between the models we tested was the amount of curvawith differentamountsof curvatureprescribed.
Fault curvature ture. In the subsequentdiscussiona "20ø concaveupward
is simulatedby preassigning
the dip to eachsubsource.
Strike, curvature" means that the dip of the bottom subsourceis 10ø
rake, and seismicmomentof the subsources
follow the point smallerandthe dip of the top subsource
is 10ø largerthanthe
source estimatesand are fixed during inversions.The com. dip of the intermediate
source(i.e., dips] = 35ø;dips2 = 45ø;
bined moment tensor of the three subsources is constrained to
dips3 = 55ø, Figure 3); the dip of the intermediatesourceis
reproduce
the pointsourcesolution,assuring
thatthe changes prescribedto equal the initial point sourceestimate.
in fit for differentmodelsarenotcausedby departures
fromthe
Differencesbetweenmodels are difficult to quantify by
average model. Only the shape of the source time function
(rate of the moment release) for each of the subsourceswas

naked eye. The significance in misfit differences between

different modelsis investigatedstatisticallyusing a t test
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Figure5. P andSHwaveform
fitfortheGediz
earthquake
forEyidogan
andJackson's
[1985]rupture
model.
Seismogram
amplitudes
arenormalized
to anepicentral
distance
of 40ø.

in time on the seismograms.
Faultcurvature
following Huang et al. [1986] and Nfib•lek (submitted arewell separated
withveryshallow
centroids,
implying
a small
manuscript,
1995).Thetestasapplied
underestimates
thetotal for earthquakes
numberof degreesof freedomin the data resultingin a fault width, is more difficult to detect.
conservativeestimateof the bounds.The boundsare presented
An additional estimate of fault geometry comes from
as the maximumcurvature(calculatedin 10ø increments)that comparing
first-motionfault planesolutions
from short-

cannotberejectedby thet testat 95% confidence
level.
periodseismograms
withpointsource
solutions
frommodelThe resolutionof the depthdistribution
of slip comesfrom
the information contained in amplitudes and polarities

ingof long-period
waveforms.
First-motion
solutions
provide
information about the fault orientationat the nucleationpoint

(radiation
patterns)
of the directarrivalsandthefreesurface
generally
thebottomof thefault),whereas
longreflections
comprising
theP andS waveforms.
The procedure (hypocenter,
the centroidal
(average)
worksbestfor faultswith a largefault width(15-20 km). This periodwaveformmodelingprovides
guarantees
thatcontributions
fromdifferent
partsof thefault source parameters.
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Figure 6. P wave seismogramsobservedat station Addis Ababa, Ethiopia (AAE) for the Gediz mainshock
(bottom trace) and three large aftershocks(M w _>5.5). The similarity in waveshapes,especiallyof the latearriving phases(about 35 s and 60 s into the seismograms)
indicatesthe waveformcomplexityis causedby
structural

effects.

ResultsFrom Earthquakes

find only minor moment release (<10% of point source
momentrelease)distributedover 40 s. The improvementto the
As an example we presentanalysisof the M w = 7.1, 1970, waveform fit is insignificant, contrary to the conclusion
Gediz, Turkey earthquake,the largestevent of this study.The reachedby Eyidoganand Jackson[ 1985]. It shouldbe pointed
point source solution (Figure 4) gives the fault orientation out, however, that our model does not explain several late(strike, 304ø; dip, 41ø; and rake, 263ø) that agreeswell with arriving phasesin P wave seismogramsfrom stationslocated
in Africa and North America, which Eyidogan and Jackson
the orientation obtained by McKenzie [1978] from firstmotion polarities of long-periodWWSSN data. The centroid [1985] interpreted as resulting from seismic slip on a basal
depthis 7.7 km, andtheseismic
moment
is 5.1 x 1019N m. detachment.Examining the complex faulting model proposed
The dip of the first-motion fault plane solution,derived from by Eyidogan and Jackson [1985] (Figure 5), we find that it
short-periodseismogramsby the authors,is compatiblewith actually decreasesthe fit of the P wave amplitudes (e.g.,
the dip obtained from waveform inversion indicating no stationsSHK, HKC, MAN, and DAV) and fails completelyto
significant change in fault dip between hypocenter and match the observed SH seismograms.It is therefore undercentroid.
standable that our inversion rejected the detachment-type
Adding a low-angle detachment-typesource (strike, 304ø; model as unacceptable.
We believe the P waveformcomplexiand rake, 270ø) at 15.4 km depth,twice the centroiddepth,we ties observed at African and North American stations are a

DAV, P 81ø

WIN, P 193ø

SCP, P 312ø

HKC, SH 75ø

PRE, SH 181ø SCP, SH 312ø

COL, SH 359ø

U.LI3

Figure 7. Comparisonof P and SH waveformsfrom the Gediz earthquakefrom severalazimuthallydistributed
stations for models with different fault curvature. Solid lines indicate observed seismograms;dashed lines
indicate synthetic seismograms.Model LO4 has 40 ø convex curvature, PL is planar, LI3 has 30 ø concave
curvature,and LI6 has 60ø concavecurvature.Event-stationazimuthis given next to stationID.
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Table 1. Summaryof SourceParametersand Downdip Fault Geometry of InvestigatedEarthquakes
Event and Date

Gediz, March 28, 1970
Corinth, Feb. 24, 1981
Thessaloniki, June 20, 1978
Corinth, Feb. 25, 1981
Corinth, March 4, 1981
Alasehir, March 28, 1969

Strike, Dip, Rake,

Mo,

Depth, Curvature, 95% Bounds, First-MotionBounds,

deg deg

deg 1017
Nm

km

deg

304
268
257
246
50
300

263
284
264
276
264
263

7.7
8.6
7.0
6.7
5.6
3.3

0
0
0
0
0
20

41
39
41
44
45
41

505
105
35
35
23
129

deg

deg

-0/+0
-10/+10
-20/+30
-50/+30
-30/+30
-10/+40

0
-10/+5
0
-15/+5
-10/+5
-2

Strike, dip, and rake indicate point sourcefault plane orientation.Mo is seismicmoment.Depth is centroiddepth.
Curvature is curvatureof the best fit model (positive, convex upward). The 95% boundsindicate maximum curvature(10ø
increments)that cannotbe rejected by t test at 95% confidencelevel. First-inotion boundsindicate maximum allowable
differencein fault dip betweenfirst-motiondata and centroidalsolution(positive,fault dip increasingwith depth);in no
case,was curvaturerequiredby this test.

result of structural effects along those ray paths since main
shock and aftershockwaveshapesare similar (Figure 6).
To investigatethe downdip curvatureof the fault on which
this earthquakeoccurred,we distributedthree subsourcesalong
the fault's width at 2.6, 7.7, and 12.8 km depth. The fault
models with different amountsof prescribedcurvature (in 10ø
increments) are compared. Figure 7 shows the fit to the
waveforms for azimuthally representative stations for four
models: planar (PL), concaveupward with 30ø and 60ø curvature (LI3, and LI6), and convex upward with 40ø curvature
(LO4). The planar model (PL) has the smallestmisfit overall
and consistentlyfits better than any listric model. As expected
from the synthetic example shown in Figure 2, the main
differencesbetween models can be seen for SH waves (e.g.,
SCP, COL). Applying a statistical t test, we find that, at the
95% level of confidence,modelswith a changein fault dip as
small as 10ø are not allowed by the data.
The above evidence indicates that the fault plane of the
Gediz earthquakeis essentiallyplanar. We find no evidencefor
leveling of the fault onto a basal detachmentor for coseismic
slip associatedwith a detachment.
We applied the same three-step modeling procedureto all
six investigatedearthquakes.Details of the analysisare given
by Braunmiller [1991]. Table 1 summarizesthe results. The
results indicate the dominant normal-faulting involved rupturesalong steeplydippingplanar fault surfaces.In no casedid
we find significant evidence for coseismicslip along a basal

feasible than convex upward curvature,is not supportedby the
data. The consistencyof the short-periodfirst-motion mechanism and the centroidalsolutionfavors a planar model for this
earthquakeas well.
Conclusions
We have shown that good station coverage and a sensitive
statisticaltest, such as the one presentedhere, are required to
detect the small amplitude variations in teleseismic body
waves caused by fault curvature. It is crucial to include SH
waves, since their waveforms are most sensitiveto changesin
fault dip for dip-slip sources.
The large earthquakesstudied here generatedsurface ruptures. Their fault widths indicate that they were powerful
enough to rupture the entire width of the seismogenicupper
crust. These earthquakes occurred on main range-bounding
faults that at present contribute considerably to continental
extension. Resolving the geometry of these faults constrains
acceptablemodels of extensionfor this region.
Our analysisindicatesthat in the brittle seismogenicpart of
the crust, the large range-bounding faults are essentially

detachment.

The Gediz earthquake and the main shock of the Corinth
sequenceare the largest of the investigatedearthquakeswith
well-constrainedfault geometry.The centroiddepth (hencethe
fault width) for these two events is larger than for the other
earthquakes,and thereforethe resolutionof the downdipcurvature of these two events is better. They ruptured along essentially planar faults. For the Thessaloniki and the two later
shocks of the Corinth sequence, planar geometry fits the
waveforms better than any listric model. However, misfit
differencesare smaller, resultingin a much larger uncertainty.
A comparisonof the centroidal solution with the first-motion
polarities favors planar modelsfor these earthquakes.
The Alasehir earthquakeis the only event we studiedwhere
the best fitting model based on waveform data is slightly
curved. Because its centroid depth is only 3.3 km, this earthquake'sfault geometryis least resolved.A 20ø convexupward
curvature fits slightly, although statistically insignificantly,
better than the planar model. On the other hand, listric geometry (concave upward curvature), which is geologically more

Brittle Upper Crust

nucleationdepth

,

possible
planardownward
ruptureextension

possibleaseismiclow-angledetachment
Ductile

Lower

Crust

Figure 8. Sketch of rupture scenario on a large continental
normal fault consistentwith our observations.Rupture in the
seismogeniclayer occurson a steeply dipping planar fault and
propagatesupward from the bottom of the brittle crust. For
some large earthquakes,rupture may extend into the transition

zone. Detachmentof brittle, upper crust from plastic,lower
crust occurs aseismically.
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planar along the entire fault width. We found no significant
evidence for seismogenicinvolvement of the detachmentat
the baseof the uppercrust.Figure 8 sketchesa rupturescenario
for large continentalnormal faults consistentwith our results.
Rupture nucleatesat the bottom of the brittle upper crust and
propagatesupwardalong a steeplydippingplanarfault. There
is a possibility of planar extensionof the coseismicfaulting
into the transition zone [Scholz, 1988; Nfib•lek, submitted

manuscript,1995]. The decouplingof the uppercrustfrom the

lower,plasticcrustoccursaseismically
in the plasticlower
crust or the transition

zone.
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